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ABSTRACT
There is increasing interest in systems which attempt to au-
tomate a task or a transaction using speech input and out-
put. To function effectively with imperfect speech recog-
nition, such systems require an estimate of which words
in the output from the recogniser are likely to be correct
and which can probably be disregarded as incorrect i.e. a
confidence-measure for each decoded word. We define a
measure for evaluating the effectiveness of a post-classifier
which estimates confidence-measures, and describe the de-
velopment of a post-classifier for words decoded from the
SWITCHBOARD database, which uses statistics derived
from a Viterbi decoder. Without any grouping of the de-
coded word-classes, the post-classifier increased the prob-
ability of deciding whether a decoded word was correct or
incorrect by 32%. When grouping was used, longer words
showed an improvement of 65%.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many circumstances in speech recognition and
speech understanding where there is a need to associate
measures of confidence with an utterance. These are objec-
tive measures that can be derived from an utterance which
can be used to help determine whether a given word, phrase,
or sentence hypothesis corresponds to an actual occurrence
of that event. Confidence measures can be applied in dif-
ferent ways to different speech recognition decoding strate-
gies. They can be used as an added source of information
for rescoring the multiple sentence hypotheses in an N-best
decoder. In order for asynchronous stack decoders relying
on an A* Search strategy to be efficient, it is necessary to
have an accurate measure for ordering partial sentence hy-
potheses on a stack. Using a suitably derived confidence
measure for sorting sentence hypotheses can have the ef-
fect of reducing the number of hypotheses that need to be
evaluated in the stack decoder. Confidence measures could
also be used in the semantic understanding portion of a nat-
ural language processing system in the process of filling in
the slots of semantic frames [6, 5].

This paper is concerned with the derivation and eval-
uation of acoustic confidence measures from spontaneous
speech utterances. The techniques are evaluated here in
terms of their ability to predict whether a particular de-
coded lexical item corresponds to a correctly or incorrecly

decoded hypothesis. This implies a capability for reject-
ing out-of-vocabulary items that are characteristic of ill–
formed utterances in unconstrained speech recognition tasks.
The paper describes a set of techniques for assigning word
level measures of confidence to recognised utterances from
the SWITCHBOARD database.

2. CONFIDENCE MEASURES IN SPEECH
RECOGNITION

Given some acoustic data � representing an utterance, a
typical speech recognition system outputs a sequence of
words � �����
	����	���������� which maximises the condi-
tional probability ��������� ��� . By Bayes’ Rule��������� � ��� �����!�"� �#�$�������#������!� � (1)

However, since the denominator ������� � is the same for any
sequence of recognised words, division by �����!� � is un-
necessary and the recogniser computes only the numerator���%�!�&� �#�$�����'�#���(�����!�)	*�#� . This means that the recog-
niser likelihoods associated with � are not absolute mea-
sures of the probability of � but relative measures with
respect to different decodings of � . Hence the likelihoods
of decodings of different utterances are not comparable and
so not useful for building confidence-measures.

The wordspotting literature gives some examples of al-
gorithms which compute CM’s for hypothesised word oc-
currences by making an estimate of �����!�+� . A popular tech-
nique is to use a “filler” network of models ( ,.- ) which is
trained on all the non-keywords, in parallel with a network
( ,0/ ) which models the keywords [4]. The likelihood of a
sequence of input vectors �1�32$�%	�2��4	�������2�5 having been
produced by ,6- ( �������"� ,7-%� can be regarded as an approxi-
mation to �����!� � and hence the ratio8)9 � �����!�:� ,0/9 ������!�:� , - � (2)

is an estimate of �����!� 9 � ��� . In practice,
8 9

would be used
with some empirically chosen threshold to decide whether
word � 9 was present in � . We have made use of this kind
of approach in the work described here and in section 3, we
discuss some of the confidence measures that were devel-
oped and tested.
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF SOME
CONFIDENCE MEASURES FOR WORDS

The sections of the SWITCHBOARD database [2] and also
the speech models which had been used at the 1994 CAIP
(Centre for Computer Aids for Industrial Productivity) Sum-
mer Workshop at Rutgers University, N.J. were used through-
out the experiments. The training-set consisted of conver-
sations between 107 different speakers and contained 3943
utterances, totalling about 3.37 hours worth of speech. The
vocabulary size was 3656 words. 2925 triphone HMMs (3
states per model, no skip states) were constructed. Each
HMM had a 5-component Gaussian mixture density with
diagonal covariance matrix associated with it. When test-
ing, a word-pair grammar derived from both the training-
set and test-set utterances was used as the language model.
This grammar had a perplexity of about 61.

The confidence measures investigated were based on
statistics derived directly from the maximum-likelihood Viterbi
beam search decoder. Hence each measure effectively as-
sumes that the segmentation boundaries and probabilities
produced by the decoder are fixed. It is also an inherent
assumption in considering any word-level measure of con-
fidence that one can verify an individual word decoded in
a continuous utterance independently of the rest of the ut-
terance. We also used a single piece of a priori knowledge
which was the number of phonemes making up a decoded
word. More extensive use of this kind of a priori knowl-
edge has been made in [1] and it is likely that a combination
of the two these approaches will prove to be fruitful.

For each measure, probability distributions for correctly-
decoded and incorrectly-decoded words were estimated and
these distributions formed the basis for the post-classifier.
The distributions were initially based upon statistics gath-
ered on all words. Later, we experimented with distribu-
tions for groups of words.

4. MEASUREMENT OF THE
PERFORMANCE GAIN OBTAINED FROM

A POST-CLASSIFIER

Given a decoded string hypothesis consisting of words �;��<�
	����4	��������� we would ideally like to assign a correct-
ness “confidence value” between =>� = and ?�� = to each word� 9 . In order to evaluate the performance of a system which
assigns confidence values to decoded words we can define
a simple “post-classifier”. The post-classifier assigns each
word � 9 output by the recogniser to either class @ (cor-
rect) or A (incorrect). The error-rate of a post-classifier
may be estimated by comparing its output with the out-
put from a “marker” program which compares the decoded
word string output by the recogniser with a transcript of the
spoken text, and outputs the classification of each decoded
word as @ or A .

The quality of a post-classifier cannot be measured by
simply quoting its error-rate because this depends on the
error-rate of the recogniser—if the recogniser has a word

error-rate of B , the post-classifier can also obtain an error-
rate of B by guessing each word as correct. It is more useful
to think in terms of the information gained by using the
post-classifier. An analagous problem has been analysed
in communications theory, namely the binary transmission
channel [3]. If we regard the “transmitted” symbols ( C )
as the output of the marker program, the post-classification
process may be regarded as a noisy channel followed by
a receiver which outputs “decoded” symbols � . A perfect
post-classifier would have DE�!�:� CF�G�H= and a “guessing”
post-classifier DE�!�"� CI�J�KDL�!� � . The efficiency of the
classifier may thus be measured asM � DL�!� �ONFDE���&� CI�DE����� P ?�=Q=SR&� (3)

The terms in equation 3 can easily be estimated from theT P T “confusion-matrix” for the post-classifier. M is an indi-
cation of the gain introduced by the post-classifier, but the
post-classifier’s error-rate (or accuracy) remains a useful
indication of how reliably the post-classification of words
can be predicted (regardless of the recogniser’s error-rate).

5. TWO CONFIDENCE MEASURES FOR
WORDS BASED ON DECODER OUTPUT

5.1. A confidence measure based upon Viterbi likeli-
hoods

Suppose a word � 9 has been hypothesised within a se-
quence of acoustic vectors U#�WV%XQ�
	������Y	�X%Z![4	�X%Z![�\]�%	�������	�X
5�^
where X%Z![ and X
5 are respectively the start and end of the
hypothesised word. A confidence measure for � 9 based
on a normalisation of the decoded word probability by the
likelihoods of the total number of active states over _ `ba%	�ced
is@gf �9 �ihkj�l m%n 9 �ocp�n 9 �o` a �Sq nsr �ocp�n r �!` a �%t �ihkj�l mun 9 �oc�� nsr �!`�aY�n 9 �o` a � n r �!c��%t 	

(4)
where

n 9 �o`�� is the Viterbi path probability associated with
word � 9 at time ` and

nsr �!`�� is the highest Viterbi path prob-
ability at time ` , an approximation to v(wx�y � n x �!`�� , wheref is the number of active states at time ` . @gf � was found
to exhibit poor discrimination between classes @ and A .
Previous studies (e.g. [?]) have reported that it is benefi-
cial to normalise by an independent estimate of the acous-
tic likelihoods over the duration of the hypothesised word.
A confidence measure @gf � which uses this normalisation
is: @gf �9 �zhkj�lE{|||} n 9 �!c��n 9 �o`�aY� ?5~Z y Z![ ��
� � �v� y �7� � �!24Z��

������ (5)

where � Z is the number of active states at time ` and � � �o2 Z �is the probability of frame 2 Z given the probability density� � . A problem with this measure is that
n 9 �!c�� includes

terms from the intra-model transition probabilities, so that
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as the length of word � 9 increases, the numerator decreases
more quickly than the denominator. It is not possible to
compute this extra term in the denominator without knowl-
edge of the segmentation of � 9 at the state-level, which was
not available in our recogniser. We therefore set all intra-
model probabilities to =7� � , which has a small effect on the
accuracy of the recogniser (accuracy drops by under 1%).
Equation 5 is then modified to:

@gf �9 �ihkj�l {|||} n 9 �oc��n 9 �o`�a�� ?=>��� 5��0Z [ \�� 5~Z y Z [ �� � � �v� y �>� � �!2 Z �
� ����
(6)

The power term added to the denominator normalises the
effect of the model transition probabilities. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of @gf � for correct and incorrect words.
The discrimination is poor but was the best out of several
measures tested.
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Figure 1: Distribution of confidence-measure @gf � for
correct and incorrect words

5.2. A confidence measure based upon the number of
decoder hypotheses

It was conjectured that a word in the output string was more
likely to be correct if there were a small number of strong
alternative hypotheses which also decoded a word as end-
ing at the same time. For each word � 9 decoded in the out-
put string, the number of competing hypotheses whose as-
sociated Viterbi probability was above a “pruning” thresh-
old set in the recogniser was recorded, and distributions of
this number for correctly- and incorrectly-decoded words
were formed. Figure 2 shows these distributions. Figure 2
shows that words decoded in the presence of a small num-
ber of competing hypotheses are more likely to be correct
and vice versa.
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Figure 2: Distribution of number of word hypotheses above
a threshold for correct and incorrect words

6. PERFORMANCE OF A
POST-CLASSIFIER BASED ON

CONFIDENCE MEASURES

A post-classifier was constructed by recording the follow-
ing four features (derived from the decoder) for each de-
coded word � 9 :

1. �O� : Confidence measure @gf � for word � 9 (section
5.1)

2. ��� : Number of alternative word hypotheses above
pruning threshold when � 9 ends (section 5.2)

3. ��� : Number of phonemes in word � 9
4. �]� : Duration (in frames) of word � 9

Features ��� and � � were inspired by the observation that
longer words were more likely to be decoded correctly.

A simple Bayesian classifier was used in which the
probabilities �����!� 9 � @g� and �����!� 9 � A�� were estimated from
histograms and were considered to be independent. Per-
formance was measured by testing on data derived from
the decoder when recognising a separate set of utterances.
Figure 3 shows the performance for each feature on its own
and for all four features used together. Using all four fea-
tures increases the post-classification accuracy to 65.9%, a
32% improvement over no post-classification (50.2% accu-
racy). Most of this gain comes from feature ��� , the number
of alternative word hypotheses above the pruning thresh-
old. The fact that ��� , which represents a count of the num-
ber of string hypotheses (above the pruning threshold) at
time c , performs better than ��� , which relys on the actual
value of the likelihood ratio, is very interesting. It sug-
gests that while the likelihood scores themselves exhibit a
high degree of variability, a measure based on relative fre-
quencies is more robust. The low overall value of M (7.7%)
indicates that there is room for a much more accurate post-
classifier. However, roughly speaking, the post-classifier
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Figure 3: Performance of post-classifier using four features

has increased the probability of deciding whether a de-
coded word is correct or incorrect from 1/2 to 2/3, which is
a useful improvement.

We also experimented with using an HMM post-processor
which modelled the tendency of errors to occur in runs.
This gave a slight gain in performance, increasing the value
of M to 8.58% and the post-classification accuracy to 66.9%.

6.1. Confidence measures for groups of words

We experimented with grouping the decoded words into 7
groups, with words in group � having � phonemes. The few
decoded words with more than � phonemes were put into
group � . We used the four feature classifier described in
section 6 to classify the words in each group. Results are
given in figure 4. Although the majority of words decoded
have 2 or 3 phonemes, figure 4 shows that the recogniser
accuracy is lowest for 4-phoneme words and improves as
the words become longer. The accuracy of the post-classifier
and the efficiency M also generally improve as the words
become longer. What is interesting is that although the
recogniser accuracy increases only slightly as the words
become longer, the post-classifier performance increases
greatly, both in terms of its accuracy and its efficiency.

7. DISCUSSION

This study has explored methods for generating confidence
measures on words decoded from the SWITCHBOARD
database. A post-classifier constructed using features de-
rived from the Viterbi decoder increased the probability of
deciding whether a decoded word was correct or incorrect
from roughly 1/2 to 2/3. Grouping the words by length
(in phonemes) gave very good results for longer words—
for instance 85% of the 6-phoneme words decoded could
be classified accurately as correct or incorrect, a 49% im-
provement over the figure obtainable without post-classification
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Figure 4: Performance of post-classifier on words grouped
by length in phonemes

for these words. Since a higher proportion of information
resides in the longer words, this is an encouraging result.

The post-classification task is critically dependent upon
the underlying error-rate of the recogniser and is at its most
difficult when the recogniser error-rate is 0.5, which was
approximately the error-rate on the SWITCHBOARD data
of the recogniser used throughout these experiments. It
would be interesting to see how well the confidence-measures
developed here performed on an “easier” database in which
the speech contained fewer short function words and fewer
hesitations, stutters etc.

None of the techniques developed here has addressed
the problem of how to identify an error in which the seg-
mentation of a part of the utterance and the associated de-
coded word sequence are quite different from the correct
segmentation and word sequence. (these kind of errors
account for a large proportion of the errors on SWITCH-
BOARD). It is unlikely that local acoustic-based measures
of confidence will help here.

The confidence measures would be most useful if they
were able to discriminate words which are often confused
with each other, a criterion which is not necessarily met by
grouping the words by their length. We attempted to con-
struct groups of confusable words by using the list of candi-
date words ending at each frame provided by the recogniser
(an alternative possibility is to use � -best decodings from
the recogniser). This work is in progress.
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